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Circuits 
Patrick Nicholls 

Verse 1 

Light up the lights on the willow tree,           
Make it bright for you and me. 
Light up the screen on my mobile phone,     
Make it work when I ring home. 
Light up the screen when I watch T. V.,       
Make the cooker cook my tea. 
Keep things how they're meant to be!         
Keep mum safe when she drives the car,       
Light the lights when she drives so far,       
Taking me home. 

Chorus 

Part 1 
Round and round, round and round,        
Silently without a sound, 
Sending the message round and round, 
Making the wheels go round and round. 
Making the lights come up and down,      
Making the wheels go round and round, 
Making the lights come up and down.     
Making the world go round and round.  

Part 2 

It's circuits,      
It's circuits,    
It's circuits,    
It's circuits. 
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Verse 2 

Light up the lights on the willow tree,           
Make it bright for you and me. 
Light up the screen on my mobile phone,    
Make it work when I ring home. 
Light up the screen when I watch T. V.,       
Make the cooker cook my tea. 
Keep things how they're meant to be!          
Keep things how they're meant to be!          
Keep mum safe when she drives the car,      
Light the lights when she drives so far,      
Taking me home. 

Chorus 

Part 1 
Round and round, round and round,        
Silently without a sound, 
Sending the message round and round, 
Making the wheels go round and round. 
Making the lights come up and down,      
Making the wheels go round and round, 
Making the lights come up and down.      
Making the world go round and round.  
Circuits! 

Part 2 

It's circuits,     
It's circuits,    
It's circuits,    
It's circuits. 
Circuits! 




